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ABSTRACT

In this paper, multi-input multi-output orthogonal frequency-
division multiplexing (MIMO-OFDM) is considered under theef-
fects of both multipath fading and multi-tone interference(MTI).
The MIMO-OFDM system makes joint use of channel and orthog-
onal space-frequency block coding (OSFBC) on the transmit side
and iterative processing on the receiver side for robustness and im-
proved performance against the fading and MTI effects of thechan-
nel. The new iterative receiver is implemented by either an optimal
a posteriori probability (APP) space-frequency detector (SFD) or a
soft information-aided minimum mean-squared error (MMSE)com-
biner at its front-end and a soft input-soft output (SISO) channel de-
coder at its back-end. Both receivers are compared in terms of their
computational complexities and bit-error rate (BER) performances.
Both iterative receivers provide a improvement in performance after
only a few detection/decoding iterations. Also, despite its subopti-
mality, the MMSE receiver achieves a BER performance close to
that of the APP detector at a significantly lower cost.

1. INTRODUCTION

Orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) is an efficient
technology emerging in growing number of applications within ter-
restrial digital video broadcasting (DVB), wireless localarea net-
works (LANs), 4G cellular systems, high bit-rate digital subscriber
lines (HDSLs), asymmetric digital subscriber loops (ADSLs) and
next-generation tactical communication systems. In many cases,
OFDM-based communication systems are subject to both the fad-
ing effects of the channel and narrowband interference (NBI), which
may arise in various forms and is often modelled as multi-tone in-
terference (MTI) [1]. For this reason, as the range of OFDM appli-
cations grows so does the importance of designing interference and
fading resistant OFDM transceivers.

One way to provide interference mitigation capability is to
employ multiple transmit and/or receive antennas and to incorpo-
rate orthogonal space-frequency coding (OSFBC) to the OFDM
transceiver [2]. This approach relies on the premise that not all
subcarriers in OSFBC are hit by the interference so that the post-
decoding signal-to-interference plus noise ratio (SINR) is still high
enough to achieve good bit-error rates (BERs). Notice that,while
the primary reason for having SFC is fading, the robustness against
MTI comes as a side benefit which cannot necessarily be achieved
through space-time block coding as pointed out by [3]. The interfer-
ence rejection performance is analyzed and presented for anAlam-
outi coded OFDM system in [4] under the effects of frequency-
selective fading and MTI.

Despite its advantages, both because OSFBC is essentially a
precaution taken at the transmitter and because conventionally it
uses a simple ML space-frequency decoder that is interference un-
aware, the full potential of OSFBC-OFDM is never fully utilized.
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To alleviate this problem, in this paper we consider a MIMO-OFDM
system which combines the advantages of concatenated channel
and SFC at the transmitter side and iterative processing on the re-
ceiver side. The receiver of the proposed system consists ofa front-
end soft-input soft-output (SISO) detector used for joint interfer-
ence suppression and space-frequency decoding (SFD) that is cou-
pled with a back-end channel decoder for iterative processing. The
front-end module is implemented first by the optimala posteriori
probability (APP) detection rule taking MTI structure intoaccount.
Then as a lower complexity alternative, a minimum mean-squared
error (MMSE) detector is also proposed for the same task. How-
ever, because the MMSE detector alone is not able to process or
generate soft information, it is combined with ana priori soft in-
terference canceller and ana posterioriprobability mapper so as to
make it suitable for turbo processing. The two iterative receivers are
compared in terms of the computational complexity and BER per-
formance with respect to various signal-to-noise (SNR), signal-to-
interference (SIR) ratios and the fractions of interfered bandwidth.
The proposed system is also compared with a coded MIMO-OFDM
system employing just spatial multiplexing and not OSFBC soas to
evaluate the interference mitigation ability of OSFBC. Thesimula-
tions show that both receivers provide a significant improvement in
the interference mitigation and diversity performance after a few de-
coding iterations in all transmission scenarios. Moreoverthe BER
performance of the MMSE receiver comes within 1 dB (in both SIR
and SNR) to that of the APP receiver at a significantly lower cost.

Notice that several other turbo receiver architectures have
been proposed in the context of space-time/space-frequency coded
OFDM systems. In [5], a MIMO system employing spatial multi-
plexing and subject to MUI is considered and an iterative receiver
with joint a posteriori probability (APP) detection and MUI can-
cellation is proposed. In [6], an low-density parity-check(LDPC)
based space-time coded OFDM system is investigated and an itera-
tive APP-based receiver is developed for joint detection and decod-
ing. A similar APP receiver is presented for iterative decoding of
turbo space-frequency coded OFDM in [7]. Then, in [8] an iterative
receiver based on linear filtering is proposed for a bit-interleaved
coded MIMO-OFDM system as a lower complexity alternative to
the APP decoding based receivers above. Among these works,
[6, 7, 8] disregard the impact of interference on the coded MIMO-
OFDM system whereas [5] only considers an uncoded MIMO sys-
tem with only spatial multiplexing. On the other hand, in this pa-
per, the performance issues for OSFBC-OFDM is addressed under
multipath fading and MTI and iterative receivers are proposed with
interference aware SISO space-frequency detectors.

2. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider an OSFBC-OFDM system withNt transmit andNr re-
ceive antennas, all assumed to be uncorrelated. The elements of a
bit sequence,ui ∈ {0,1}, for i = 1, . . . ,Lu, are encoded by a con-
volutional encoder to form the coded bit sequence with elements
c j ∈ {1,−1} for j = 1, . . . ,Lc. This sequence is then bitwise in-
terleaved to form the sequence with elementsd j for j = 1, . . . ,Lc
that is partitioned into groups ofmo bits which are mapped onto
the complex symbols of anM-ary PSK or QAM symbol alpha-
bet A = {A1,A2, . . . ,AM} where M = 2mo. The resulting com-
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Figure 1: General block diagram of the iterative space-frequency receiver.

plex symbol sequence with elementsak for k = 1, . . . ,La is parsed
into P blocks of lengthko where La = koP and in vector form
ap =

[

akop+1 akop+2 . . . ako(p+1)
]T for p= 0, . . . ,P−1. Each block

ap is then encoded by a rate-ko/no OSFB encoder employing a
size no × Nt block matrix G to form the length-no code sym-
bol blocksxi,p =

[

xi,nop+1 xi,nop+2 . . . xi,no(p+1)
]

at each transmit
branch wherei = 1, . . . ,Nt . Considering that there areP encoded
blocks altogether, the OSFB code block at theith antenna is rep-
resented asxi = [xi,0 . . . xi,p . . . xi,P−1]. Finally each of theNt
transmit antenna sequences is OFDM modulated withN = noP sub-
carriers and transmitted over independent channels.

Assuming a single interference source, the received discrete
signal model after OFDM demodulation at thej th receive antenna
and thenth subband is

y j,n =
Nt

∑
i=1

h j,i,nxi,n + γ j,ng j,nb j,n +ν j,n, n = 1, . . . ,N, (1)

whereh j,i,n is the channel fading coefficient between theith trans-
mit and thej th receive antenna,xi,n is nth symbol transmitted from
the ith transmit antenna,g j,n is the complex channel gain between
the interference source and thej th receive antenna,b j,n is the in-
terference signal observed by thej th receive antenna,γ j,n is an
interference indicator function (i.e.γ j,n equals to 1 when then-
th subband is interfered and 0 otherwise.), andν j,n represents the
zero-mean, complex, additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with
two-sided power spectral density ofN0/2.

The signal model in (1) can be expressed in block form and in
terms of the OSFB encoder input symbols,ak, rather than the coded
symbols,xi,n. This can be done by first parsing the received OFDM
block at each antenna intoP length-no subblocks and by defining

y j,p=
[

y j,nop+1 y j,nop+2 . . . y j,no(p+1)
]

,

b j,p=
[

b j,nop+1 b j,nop+2 . . . b j,no(p+1)
]

,

ννν j,p=
[

ν j,nop+1 ν j,nop+2 . . . ν j,no(p+1)
]

,

as the vectors collecting the noisy channel observations, interfer-
ence tones and noise symbols, respectively, for thepth block (p =
0, . . . ,P− 1) and j th receive antenna. Then, collecting all receive
antenna signals in

yp=
[

y1,p . . . y j,p . . . yNr ,p
]T

,

bp=[b1,p . . . bi,p . . . bNr ,p]
T ,

ννν p=[ννν1,p . . . ννν i,p . . . νννNr ,p]
T ,

respectively, and using the OSFBC relation betweenap andxi,p,
the pth receive block can be expressed as

yp = Hpap +ΓpGpbp +ννν p. (2)

HereHp is the channel submatrix whose structure is dependent on
the chosen block codeG ; specifically, e.g.,

Hp =
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,

for G3 in [9], and Gp andΓp are the diagonal matrices holding
the channel and interference indicator coefficients of the interferer,
respectively. Notice that each of theP subblocks are detected and
decoded separately. Therefore, in the sequel, we will limitourselves
to the decoding of one subblock and drop the subscriptp for sim-
plicity.

3. ITERATIVE SPACE-FREQUENCY RECEIVER

The block diagram of the proposed iterative receiver is shown in
Fig. 1 where, following the OFDM demodulation, joint interfer-
ence cancellation/SFD and decoding iteration is performedby a
soft information exchange between the SISO space-frequency de-
coder and the channel decoder. For front-end operation we propose
two alternative approaches, one based on the optimal symbol-by-
symbol APP detection rule, and the other on the joint use of soft
interference cancellation (SIC), MMSE combining and probability
mapping. The back-end SISO channel decoder is implemented by
the BCJR algorithm, which is well-known in the turbo processing
literature. For this reason, we skip the details of this algorithm and
focus only on the operations of the APP- and SIC/MMSE-based
SISO blocks and the comparison of their computational complex-
ity.

3.1 APP-Based Receiver

Note from the signal model in Section II, every complex
symbol ak corresponds to anmo-bit codeword, i.e., ak ←
{dk,1 . . . dk,m . . . dk,mo

} wheredk,m = d(k−1)mo+m for k = 1, . . . ,La

andm= 1, . . . ,mo. Then, considering only the first decoding block
(indexed byp = 0), a symbol-by-symbol APP detector processing
the noisy observation blocky in (2) computes thea posterioribit
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LLR values on eachdk,m for k = 1, . . . ,ko andm= 1, . . . ,mo by

λp(dk,m)=log
p(dk,m = 1 | y)

p(dk,m =−1 | y)

=log
∑∀a:(dk,m=1) exp

(

K (a)+∑ko
k=1 log P(ak)

)

∑∀a:(dk,m=−1) exp
(

K (a)+∑ko
k=1 log P(ak)

) (3)

where the summations in the numerator and the denominator are
over all possiblea blocks for whichdk,m is 1 or−1, respectively,
P(ak)’s are thea priori symbol probabilities for symbolsak and
K (a) is the maximum likelihood distance metric formed by the
channel observations as

K (a) =−
1
2

(y−Ha)H
(

σ2I +GΓGH
)−1

(y−Ha) (4)

whereH denotes the Hermitian transpose. Assuming that the suc-
cessive bits are independent, the expression in (3) can be rewritten
as

λp(dk,m) = λa(dk,m)+λe(dk,m) (5)

whereλa(dk,m) = log P(dk,m=1)
P(dk,m=−1)

is thea priori bit LLR from the

back-end channel decoder and

λe(dk,m)= log
∑∀a:(dk,m=1) exp

(

K (a)+∑(l ,q) 6=(k,m)
1
2dl ,qλa(dl ,q)

)

∑∀a:(dk,m=−1) exp
(

K (a)+∑(l ,q) 6=(k,m)
1
2dl ,qλa(dl ,q)

)

(6)
is the extrinsic bit LLR to be passed onto the back-end channel de-
coder.

Note that in order to reduce the computational complexity and
to avoid numerical instability, the extrinsic LLR in (6) canbe com-
puted by

λe(dk,m)=max∗∀a:(dk,m=1)

[

K (a)+ ∑
(l ,q) 6=(k,m)

1
2

dl ,qλa(dl ,q)

]

−max∗∀a:(dk,m=−1)

[

K (a)+ ∑
(l ,q) 6=(k,m)

1
2

dl ,qλa(al ,q)

]

(7)

where max∗[·, ·] operation is defined as max∗[x,y] = max[x,y] +

log
(

1+e−|x−y|
)

.

3.2 SIC/MMSE-Based Receiver

A lower complexity alternative to APP-based space-frequency de-
coding is to employ MMSE combining at the front-end. However,
because the MMSE combiner alone is not capable of using or gen-
erating soft information, it has to be combined with ana priori soft
interference canceller (SIC) and ana posteriori probability map-
per so as to make it suitable for soft information exchange and thus
for turbo processing. This approach is similar to the linearfilter-
ing techniques used for the turbo equalization in [10] and for the
space-frequency equalization for bit-interleaved coded modulation
(BICM) on MIMO-OFDM in [8], with the distinction of taking into
account the OSFBC and the MTI.

The proposed receiver first uses thea priori symbol expecta-

tions collected in the vector̄a =
[

ā1 . . . āk . . . āko

]T
where each

symbol expectation is computed using thea priori symbol prob-
abilities from the channel decoder, i.e., ¯ak = ∑M

q=1 AqP(ak = Aq).
Then, the expected interference for thekth symbol is expressed as

ȳk = H(ā− ākek), (8)

which is subtracted from the channel observation vectory to form
the vector with reduced interference

ỹk = y− ȳk = H(a− ā+ ākek)+ΓGb+ννν (9)

whereek is a length-ko all-zero column vector except for itskth
entry which is equal to 1.

The vector in (9) is used as input to the combiner whose coef-
ficient vector at timek, wk =

[

wk,1 wk,2 . . . wk,Nr no

]T
, is chosen

to minimize the MSE between the combiner output and the data
symbolak:

JMSE(wk) = E[|ak−wH
k ỹk|

2] . (10)

The optimum solution that minimizes the cost function in (10) is

wk,opt =
(

σ2I + rbGΓGH +HRaHH + |āk|
2hhH

)−1
hkra

wherehk = Hek, Ra is the diagonal covariance matrix

Ra = E[(ak− āk)(ak− āk)
H ] (11)

andra andrb are the average powers of the transmitted signal and
the interferer, respectively. Once the coefficient vectorwk is evalu-
ated, the combiner output is obtained by

zk = wH
k (yk−Hāk + ākhk) . (12)

In this respect, note that the information contained inzk is extrinsic,
since the a priori information about the desired symbolak at timek
is left out of the soft cancellation process.

The purpose of the SIC/MMSE combiner is to serve as part of a
turbo-type detector/decoder structure. This means that the extrinsic
information in the form of eitherM-ary a posteriorisymbol prob-
abilities or binary LLRs needs to be extracted from the combiner
output sequence. As in [8] and [10], this information is produced
by viewing the combiner output sequence as produced by an AWGN
channel with inputak, i.e.,

zk = µkak +nk (13)

where µk is the channel gain andnk is complex white Gaus-
sian noise with zero mean and varianceσ2

k . This is equivalent
to saying thatzk admits a complex Gaussian distribution, i.e.,
zk ∼ N (µkak,σ2

k ). The parametersµk and σ2
k are calculated at

each time instant using the combiner structure asµk = wH
k hkra,

σ2
k = wH

k hk
(

1−hH
k wk

)

ra. Onceµk andσ2
k are computed, the APP

bit LLRs λp(dk,m) for k = 1, . . .ko andm= 1, . . . ,mo (again consid-
ering the first decoding block only) can be expressed as in (5)with
λa(dk,m) is as defined before and the extrinsic bit LLR

λe(dk,m)=

log
∑∀ak:(dk,m=1) exp

(

˜K (a)+∑(l ,q) 6=(k,m)
1
2dl ,qλa(dl ,q)

)

∑∀ak:(dk,m=−1) exp
(

˜K (a)+∑(l ,q) 6=(k,m)
1
2dl ,qλa(dl ,q)

)

where ˜K (ak) = − |zk−µkak|
2

2σ2 . Notice that similar to its APP coun-
terpart,λe(ak,m) can be computed with the max∗[·, ·] operation.

3.3 Complexity Analysis

We also present a comparison of the computational load of both
proposed receivers over the decoding of a single blocka. For both
receivers, the first iteration needs less effort because of the lack of
a priori information. It is sufficient to computeK (·) for the APP-
based SISO receiver. Likewise, additional load due to the compu-
tation of the expected symbols and the covariance matrix appears
in the second and further iterations for the MMSE-based receiver.
Tables 1 and 2 summarize the computational complexity analysis.
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Table 1: Computational Complexity of the APP Receiver
APP 1st iteration Other iterations

ADD skoW
†
1 skoW′†1

MUL skoM‡
1 skoM′‡1

max∗[·, ·] (2kos−1−1)2sko (2kos−1−1)2sko

†W1 = 2komonoNr (ko +1), W′1 = 2komo(noNr (ko +1)+2(moko−1))
‡M1 = 2komonoNr (ko +3), M′1 = 2komo(noNr (ko +3)+2moko)

Table 2: Computational Complexity of the SIC/MMSE Receiver

MMSE 1st iteration Other iterations

ADD φ = ko(W2 +2noNr +s2s+1)♦ φ +ko(noNr +2s+2s)
MUL ψ = ko((M2 +2noNr +2)♦ ψ +ko(2s+1 +2+s)

+s(2s+2 +2s+1))

EXP sko2s sko(2s+1)

LOG sko sko
INV ko ko

♦W2 = noNr (ko(ko−1)+noNr (ko +2)−1),M2 = noNr (noNr (ko +1)+k2
o)

4. SIMULATION RESULTS

The proposed iterative receivers for the OSFBC-OFDM transmit-
ter are simulated in the presence of multipath fading and MTI. The
transmitted bits are encoded by a rate-1/2 convolutional code with
memory 4 and the generator(23, 35)8 in octal representation. The
coded bits are mapped onto complex QPSK symbols and a block
code matrixG3 in [9] is used for OSFB encoding to distribute the
QPSK symbols onto 3 transmit antennas. The simulation parame-
ters are as follows:M = 4, mo = 2, Nt = 3, ko = 4, no = 8. On all
transmit branches OFDM modulation is performed withN = 128
subcarriers. The frequency-selective multipath channelsare mod-
eled by 6-tap finite impulse response (FIR) filters with complex-
Gaussian distributed coefficients and exponentially decaying power
delay profile. The cyclic prefix length is set to 7 symbols so that the
intersymbol interference effects are avoided. The estimation of the
channel coefficients or interferer power which can be incorporated
into the iterative receiver is omitted and all channel stateinforma-
tion is assumed to be perfectly known to the receiver. The SNRand
SIR are defined as SNR= Es/N0 and SIR= Es/Nj , respectively
whereNj is the average interferer power. The fraction of interfered
bandwidth is denoted withρ. In all simulations, the iterative re-
ceivers are stopped after the 5 detection/decoding iterations beyond
which only a marginal gain is observed.

The performances of both the APP- and SIC/MMSE-based iter-
ative receivers at an SIR of−8 dB are shown in Fig. 2 as a function
of the SNR. As noted from the figure both sytems offer an improve-
ment of two orders of magnitude between their first and last iter-
ations at SNR = 10 dB. Furthermore after the last iterations,the
performance of the SIC/MMSE-based iterative receiver is only 0.9
dB away from that of the APP-based iterative receiver at 1×10−4

BER level, where the former requires approximately 7.2% of the
operational cost of the latter (i.e. computed for the considered sys-
tem parameters through Tables 1 and 2).

A similar comparison is shown in Fig. 3, this time with re-
spect to SIR at a fixed SNR of 10 dB. As observed at 10−4 BER
level, iterative processing for OSFBC-OFDM provides a gainof 7
dB SIR improvement in 5 iterations for both receivers. Besides its
reduced computational complexity, the MMSE-based receiver has
only a 0.7-dB SIR loss with respect to the APP-based ones. Note

that even at low SIRs the first iteration offers a significant improve-
ment with both receivers in contrast to the behavior in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2: BER vs. SNR performance of the proposed receivers.
(Nr = 1, SIR=−8 dB,ρ = 0.75).
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Figure 3: BER vs. SIR performance of the proposed receivers.
(Nr = 1, SNR= 10 dB,ρ = 0.75).

The effect of the fraction of the interfered bandwidth (ρ) on the
iterative receiver performance is shown in Fig. 4 for SNR = 10dB
and SIR = - 6 dB. Although not depicted in the figure, as the SIR
increases, the BER improvement obtained by each iteration grows
as well for largeρ values such as 0.9 or 1. Another important obser-
vation is the continuous performance improvement of the iterations
through smallρ values. Since the total interference power is fixed,
asρ increases, the effective interference power per subcarrier is re-
duced proportionally, and this leads to a trade-off betweenthe num-
ber of interfered subcarriers versus the tone power per subcarrier
in [4], where an Alamouti-based non-iterative SFC-OFDMA sys-
tem is considered. In contrast, we do not observe any trade-off with
the proposed MMSE-based system. Asρ increases, the random-
ness and the rareness of the tones decrease, which leads to more
contiguously-hit subcarriers. Because the outer SISO decoder’s
working principle relies on sequence-based correction, when long
series of contiguously corrupted bit information arrives at the SISO
module, it cannot succeed in correcting them, especially inthe low
SIR regime.

To evaluate the OSFBC gain in a MIMO-OFDM system, the
MMSE-based iterative receiver is also simulated for a MIMO trans-
mitter employing only spatial multiplexing, and comparisons with
respect to the SNR and SIR are presented in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6,
respectively. In Fig. 5, the BER curves for both OSFBC-OFDM
and MIMO-OFDM are shown for the first and fifth iterations, and
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interference-free reference curves (the first iterations)are drawn for
comparison. For SIR= −5 dB, the OSFBC-OFDM system is sub-
ject to a performance degradation of 4 dB in SNR at a BER of
10−4. The MIMO-OFDM system employing spatial multiplexing
has a loss of more than 8 dB to the interference although this is not
explicitly depicted in the figure. This result agrees with the inter-
ference mitigation capability of space-frequency coding as demon-
strated in [4]. Moreover, the space-frequency coded systemap-
proaches within 1 dB of the interference-free performance in the
fifth iteration, whereas the same quantity is almost 2 dB for the un-
coded system. Fig. 6 shows the BER vs. SIR performances of both
systems. It is observed that frequency coding enables the system to
resist 4 dB more SIR for a BER of 10−4 at the fifth iteration. Apply-
ing an iterative process makes the uncoded system also more robust
to interference, albeit its performance in the fifth iteration can only
reach the performance of the OSFBC system’s first iteration.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented two iterative SF detection/decoding
architectures for a MIMO OSFBC-OFDM system subject to
frequency-selective fading and MTI. The two iterative receivers dif-
fer from each other in their front-end detector modules, where one
is implemented by an APP detection algorithm and the other bya
combination of the SIC/MMSE combining and probability mapping
operations. It is demonstrated with simulations that combining the
advantages of OSFBC and iterative processing provides not only in-
creased robustness against MTI but also a significant gain interms
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Figure 6: BER vs. SIR performance of the proposed receivers with
and without OSFBC. (Nr = 3, SIR=−5dB,ρ = 0.8).

of both the SNR and SIR. It is further noted that the MMSE-based
receiver achieves performance comparable to that of an APP-based
receiver, only with at a significantly lower cost.
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